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a few days at Leningrad and Moscow, and perhaps at Kiev
and Rostov-on-Don; they are profoundly impressed by all
the achievements they have seen in the sphere of the theatre,
of art, of industrial reconstruction and of model farms, and
when they return home they duly spread the news of the
amazing cultural and economic developments in Soviet Russia.
I mentioned above that in all the vast territory of the Soviet
Union only a few towns and only the main traffic routes have
been adapted by the authorities to the requirements of people
travelling for purposes of study. To see, much less to study,
all the rest is wholly impossible. As to the towns and routes
mentioned above, they have been prepared in every respect
for their foreign visitors. They possess, what is not necessarily
true of all Russian towns, more or less habitable hotels, which
incidentally are meeting points for Ogpu officials; in other
words, secret or open centres for the supervision of foreign
visitors. The hotel servants without exception are in the
;ervice of the local Ogpu, and this is true also of those inhabi-
ants, especially certain ladies, who enliven the restaurant and
rocfctail bars of these hotels on given occasions. But the hotels
ire never visited by the local population, if only because their
)rices are adapted to foreign purses. Yet, although the prices
ire far beyond Russian means, the hotels are uncomfortable
ind poorly-furnished; indeed, when M. Harriot stayed ia a
lotel at Rostov the bed of the local Ogpu chief had to be
mt at his disposal—a fact of which he is probably unaware to
his day.
No sooner has the foreign visitor crossed the frontier than
it is taken over by political agents who supervise him from
Homing until night under the guise of special guides, "ta-
ourist" officials, hotel employees, agreeable ladies, and so on.
Their attention, however, is devoted not so much to the visitors
is to those inhabitants who for any reason come into touch
rith them, so that these are well aware that they risk their neck
f the? make any rash remark, In any case, of foreign visitor

